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New Aldrich Exhibition Reflects on the Complex Sociology of Beauty in Material Culture 
 
Ridgefield (April 2015): The Aldrich Contemporary Art Museum will present Nancy Shaver: Reconciliation, an 
exhibition that utilizes a diverse range of objects from material culture, including fabric and photographs, to explore 
the sociology of aesthetics and how notions of beauty and value are manifested in art, textiles, and the worlds of 
decoration and fashion. 
 
For Reconciliation, which will be on view from May 3 to October 25, 2015, Shaver will juxtapose her recent sculpture 
made from clothing fabric and other materials found in rural thrift stores with Depression-era photographs by Walker 
Evans (who was one of her teachers) and both images of and art by painter, textile, and fashion designer Sonia 



Delaunay. Shaver feels her practice resides midway between the make-do aesthetics of Allie Mae Borroughs, a cotton 
sharecropper whose home in Alabama was photographed by Evans in 1935, and Delaunay’s life as a Modernist artist 
in the high-art Parisian fashion world of the 1920s. 
 
Curator Richard Klein explains, “Shaver’s practice is not just based in an intellectual pursuit; it is equally informed by 
personal experience—specifically a life that has been lived in the dichotomy between her rural, working-class roots 
and the high-art world that she has engaged since the 1970s. Reconciliation juxtaposes sculpture (made by the artist 
out of found materials), works by other artists, found objects, folk art objects, and utilitarian objects, all framed by 
the presence of Evans (1903–1975) and Delaunay (1885–1979). By bringing them into this dialogue between objects, 
Shaver is revealing the reconciliation involving class and aesthetic values that informs both her art and her life, while 
acknowledging two artists whose work has impacted her own.” 
 
Klein continues, “Many artists who work with materials or images that originated in popular culture attempt to 
elevate them, moving them vertically from their populist, working-class roots to high-art commodity status. 
However, Shaver’s work suggests horizontal movement, a socioeconomic leveling where there really isn’t much of a 
difference between haute couture and Walmart.  
 
“Shaver’s interest in generating meaning through juxtaposition is evidenced in Henry, her retail shop in Hudson, New 
York. Henry is not a purely mercantile enterprise, but rather a hybrid form combining elements of Shaver’s studio 
practice, a retail antique and collectable shop, and public art installation. Often, objects that Shaver acquires for the 
shop are brought to the studio to become integrated into her sculpture. Unlike most antique shops, the decision to 
purchase an item to offer to the public is based on Shaver’s quirky aesthetics, not the possible sales potential.” 
 
Nancy Shaver: Reconciliation has been organized by Aldrich exhibitions director Richard Klein. 

— 
 
The Circumstance Series 
 
Nancy Shaver: Reconciliation is part of Circumstance, the Museum’s new spring exhibition series, which features 
six solo presentations that explore how artists use context to articulate their work. In addition to Shaver, artists 
Virginia Poundstone, Ruby Sky Stiler, Penelope Umbrico, Elif Uras, and B. Wurtz will be featured. During 
Circumstance, the Museum will be transformed into a maze of intersecting installations, where craft, found, 
utilitarian, historical design, technology and everyday objects sit beside works of art, showcasing how artists take 
inspiration from their environments. The exhibitions will reveal never-before-seen aspects of the practices of the 
six artists, as each has been an active collaborator with the Museum’s curatorial team in the development, 
conceptualization, and presentation of their work.  
 
The Circumstance suite of exhibitions—organized by exhibitions director Richard Klein and curator Amy Smith-
Stewart—will highlight inspiration and its influence across object-making, through the presentation of specifically 
commissioned new work by the six artists. Circumstance will underscore the intersection of installation art and 
exhibition design, and show how the convergence of fine art, design, and non-art objects within the exhibition 
format informs creative expression.  
 
In a participatory aspect of the project, The Aldrich has invited residents of Fairfield, Litchfield, and New Haven 
Counties in Connecticut, and Westchester and Putnam Counties in New York, to suggest items from visual culture 
to be displayed alongside work by one of the six artists in order to help create imaginative new contexts for the 
exhibitions. More information can be found at aldrichart.org/opportunities/publicproject.php. 

 
 



— 
The Artist 
 
Shaver was born in 1946 in Appleton, New York. She received her BFA from Pratt Institute in 1969 and from 1970 to 
1972 audited Walker Evans’s photography class at Yale University. Her work has been seen in solo exhibitions 
including in place, John Davis Gallery, Hudson, New York (2013); Three sisters, four beauties and a work horse, 
Feature Inc., New York (2011); Curt Marcus Gallery, New York (1999, 1987); and Hundred Acres Gallery, New York 
(1974). Her projects include Incident Report, an experimental viewing station for visual projects, Hudson, New York 
(2008–ongoing). Shaver’s awards include the Lewis Comfort Tiffany Award (2013); John Simon Guggenheim 
Memorial Foundation Fellowship (2010); Anonymous Was A Woman Grant (2008); Pollock-Krasner Foundation Grant 
(1993); Yaddo Fellowship (1974); McDowell Colony Fellowship (1972, 1973). 

— 
The Museum 
 
Founded by Larry Aldrich in 1964, The Aldrich Contemporary Art Museum is dedicated to fostering the work of 
innovative artists whose ideas and interpretations of the world around us serve as a platform to encourage 
creative thinking. The Aldrich is one of the few independent, non-collecting contemporary art museums in the 
United States and the only museum in Connecticut devoted to contemporary art. Throughout its fifty-year history, 
the Museum has engaged its community with thought-provoking, interdisciplinary exhibitions and programs. 
  
The Museum’s education and public programs are designed to connect visitors of all ages to contemporary art 
through innovative learning approaches in hands-on workshops, tours, and performances led by exhibiting artists 
and Museum Educators. Area schools are served by curriculum-aligned on-site and in-school programs, as well as 
teachers’ professional development training. Because of the contemporary focus of Museum exhibitions, the 
artists are regularly present in the galleries, accessible to the public, and a crucial part of Museum programming. 
  
Originally located in the landmark 1783 building on Ridgefield’s historic Main Street that now houses 
administrative offices, since 2004 the galleries and Education Center have been located in a 17,000 square-foot 
facility adjacent to the Museum’s two-acre sculpture garden.  

— 
The Reception 
 
An opening reception for Circumstance will be held on Sunday, May 3, from 2 to 5 pm, and will offer visitors the 
opportunity to meet artists, take exhibition tours, participate in family activities, and purchase gourmet farm-to-
museum boxed lunches prepared by Ridgefield’s own No. 109 Cheese & Wine. There will be a family-friendly 
preview brunch for Aldrich members with trustees, curators, and artists prior to the public reception, from 12 
noon to 2 pm. Free onsite parking is available. Direct round-trip transportation from NYC will depart MoMA PS1 
(on Jackson Avenue near 46th Road) in Long Island City, Queens, at 12 noon, and arrive at The Aldrich by 1:30 pm. 
The shuttle will leave The Aldrich at 5 pm, returning to NYC by approximately 6:30 pm. Reservations are required 
and cost $25. Information: 203.438.4519, aldrichart.org. 

— 
Supporters 
 
The Aldrich, in addition to significant support from its Board of Trustees, receives contributions from many 
dedicated friends and patrons. Major funding for Museum programs and operations has been provided by the 
Department of Economic and Community Development, Connecticut Office of the Arts; the National Endowment 
for the Arts; the Anna-Maria and Stephen Kellen Foundation; and the Leir Foundations.  
 

http://www.aldrichart.org/


Support for Education and Public programs has been provided by the William Randolph Hearst Foundation, 
Joyride Ridgefield, the Newman’s Own Foundation, Fairfield County’s Community Foundation, Ridgefield 
Education Foundation, The Cowles Charitable Trust, and The Gage Fund.  

 
Generous support for Nancy Shaver: Reconciliation has been provided by The Coby Foundation. 

 
Additional support for exhibitions has been provided by the SAHA Association and The Pollock-Krasner Foundation, 
Inc. 

 
HamletHub; Morris Media Group, publishers of Ridgefield Magazine; and WSHU Public Radio are the official 
media sponsors of The Aldrich in 2015. 

— 
Contact 
 
Pamela Ruggio 
Communications Director 
pruggio@aldrichart.org 
203.438.4519 
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